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for highest performance
with system operations management, parts logistics                                                    

is always in motion and under control

everything in the automated warehouse 
has moved along without a hitch – until 
just now. suddenly the conveyor belts stop. 
nothing in the warehouse is moving – the 
entire delivery process is at a standstill. now 
speed is of the essence. should the system 
stay down for any length of time, the dama-
ge will be significant – to both the sales and 
the image of the affected companies.

“Because we planned accordingly, a scenario 
of this magnitude is highly unlikely here,” 
says heinrich maurer. he is head of logistic 
services at amag automobil- und motoren 
ag, the swiss importer for Volkswagen cars 
and commercial vehicles, audi, seat and 
skoda. the company is built on swisslog’s 
system operations service concept – and 
amag can count on the technical expertise 
of swisslog service specialists in its central 
spare parts warehouse day or night. the 
engineers are on site whenever they’re 
needed. But they also take care of system 
maintenance and ongoing monitoring of 
all technical units and systems. delays in 
deliveries due to inadequate maintenance 
or less-than-knowledgeable technicians are 
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nipped in the bud. the responsible contact 
for escalated issues is defined right up front. 

complex logistics always 
under control 

amag managers have enjoyed a long-stan-
ding partnership with swisslog, collaborating 
on numerous projects aimed to perfect the 
warehouse logistics workflow. the result 
is a sophisticated logistics concept and 
parts center equipped with state-of-the-art 
logistics systems. the facility is located in 
Buchs near Zürich. the warehouse com-
plex currently has space for nearly 150,000 
different parts. to ensure timely shipment 
of up to 22,000 spare parts and accessories 
daily, about 120 delivery vehicles stand at 
the ready at the warehouse docks.

automatic conveyor systems, an automatic 
high-bay warehouse (hBw) with 25,200 
rack locations, a fully automatic small-parts 
warehouse with 18 stacker cranes, and 20 
automated guided vehicles ensure fast and 
highly efficient material flow in the center. 
assisted by swisslog’s it expertise, amag 

parts logistics is also making major strides 
in inventory, warehouse management and 
warehouse visualization. with the system 
operations service concept from swisslog, 
the amag logistics center also is certain of 
round-the-clock fail-safe and cost-effective 
operations.
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"the key advantage for amag is that 
swisslog assumes the full respon-
sibility for the intralogistics system. 
for instance, services also include 
time-consuming recruitment of new 
technicians. thanks to the swisslog 
operation system we can completely 
concentrate on our core business, 
namely auto service. " 

heinrich maurer 
head logistics services 

amag automobil- und motoren ag

yellowcuBe 
a new logistics platform for e-retailers
click&pick – for perfect e-commerce logistics

an increasing number of consumers prefer 
the comfort of shopping online and having 
the ordered goods shipped directly to their 
homes. swiss post profits from this trend; 
last year, the logistics company's package 
volume reached a record high of 114 million 
units.

“over the last several years, growth in 
e-commerce has climbed steadily by 
between 4 and nearly 10 percent in 
switzerland,” explains patrick stucki, head 
of Business development at swiss post.  the 
growth in online and multi-channel sales 
has placed greater pressure on logistics 
operations, prompting swiss post to invest 
in its own solution. “the goal was to offer 
companies a full-service logistics package 
for e-commerce business,” continues stucki.

speed and order picking quality, vital to 
e-commerce, were the top priorities. swiss 
post decided to launch this e-commerce 
project in cooperation with the specialists at 
swisslog. the yellowcube logistics solution, 
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built around a compact, fully automated 
storage and picking system, would allow 
even smaller and medium-sized shippers to 
benefit from marketable logistics structures. 
“yellowcube gives online retailers the ability 
to fully focus on their core business of 
product sales,” states stucki.

with yellowcube, swiss post is able to add 
customer goods to the fully automated 
autostore facility implemented by swisslog. 
the facility accepts orders via a link to its 
own erp system, and delivers the ordered 
items to online shoppers without making 
a detour through the retailer. the order 
is completed much quicker thanks to the 
automated storage and retrieval process, 
allowing next-day deliveries even if orders 
are placed late in the day. return processes 
are another important part of the concept. if 
a recipient wants to return an order, it goes 
directly back to yellowcube, where swiss 
post checks the items and returns them to 
storage.

in-depth planning phase

Based on this concept,  approved by swiss 
post’s senior management, patrick stucki 
and swisslog’s andreas reinhard began to 
flesh out the solution design in the spring 
of 2012. after weighing all the possible 
scenarios, a town in aargau, switzerland 
was selected as the site. “the idea was to 
build the system as closely as possible to 
our existing package distribution center, 
from which yellowcube packages could 
be distributed as quickly as possible,” 
explains the yellowcube project manager 
at swiss post. “But the site’s proximity to 
the autobahn ultimately made it the perfect 
choice for transportation. the chosen site 
also offered enough room to expand the 
autostore facility if necessary.”

initial steps toward design planning began 
in the summer of 2012. the swisslog 
project team first faced the task of facility 
dimensioning and preparing cost and 
scheduling information. the subsequent 
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over the years, system operations has be-
come an essential part of the service philoso-
phy at amag. Virtually 100% of the time, the 
parts service delivers the required original 
spare parts just a half-day after the order is 
received – to each of its 80 subsidiaries and 
approximately 500 brand partner businesses.

the scope of the system operations service 
concept is clearly defined. as part of the ser-
vice contract, swisslog provides amag parts 
logistics with seven resident engineers for 
repairs and spare part provisioning as well as 
ongoing inspection and maintenance of all 
technical systems. the swisslog service tech-
nicians work in two shifts. they constantly 
monitor the system performance data, which 
allows them to catch any errors early on and 
quickly eliminate those that hit suddenly. 
this guarantees virtually 100 percent system 
availability. delivery delays due to unexpec-
ted system failures are a thing of the past. 

and thanks to round-the-clock service from 
swisslog, costly damage to a company’s 
image is never a concern.

reportings for plannaBle 
optimiZation measures

the presence of swisslog service technici-
ans adds practical value, especially in the 
automated small-parts warehouse. “nearly 
50 percent of all picks are generated in the 
automated small-parts warehouse,” explains 
heinrich maurer, manager of logistics servi-
ces at amag. “Because nearly all customer 
orders contain items from the small-parts 
warehouse, a total system breakdown of 
60 minutes would severely impact on-time 
delivery to our customers.” with system 
operations services, unexpected downtime 
in the small-parts warehouse is much less 
serious. in case of emergency, the swisslog 
specialists have access to a technical sup-

port network at all times. so they are able 
to take care of most system problems in less 
than ten minutes.

But the spectrum of services provided by 
the swisslog operations team goes well 
beyond the swift restoration of system avai-
lability. the swisslog technicians are trained 
to record all the performance data of the 
intralogistics systems and run analyses of 
pending maintenance activities. as a result, 
the managers at amag parts logistics are 
always kept up to date on the technical 
condition of the systems. if a system needs 
to be shut down for regular maintenance, 
the intralogistics experts at amag can take 
the necessary steps several days before-
hand to maintain parts availability during 
downtime. 
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detail planning phase was devoted to 
fine-tuning the material flow concept they 
had developed. the team toured existing 
facilities, conducted real-time simulations 
and specified all the components. during this 
planning stage they also defined all future 
processes – from goods receipt and storage 
to picking, packaging, and returns processing 
– as well as the interfaces between material 
flow control, warehouse management, and 
the online ordering system. “Visiting several 
reference sites during the analysis phase 
had already given us a good idea of the 
dimensioning possibilities,” states project 
manager patrick stucki with satisfaction as 
he recalls this important aspect of the pilot 
phase. “Based on internal discussions with 
marketing and swisslog’s assessment, we 
were able to very quickly define the facility’s 
required initial size.”

the click&pick solution

at swiss post, swisslog implemented 
autostore as part of the click&pick solution 
concept. click&pick is tailored to the logistics 
requirements of e-commerce. Built over 
the course of one year, the initial expansion 
stage of the yellowcube facility offers 

4 320 cubic meters of space – enough for 
32 000 autostore bins. 35 robots quickly 
and efficiently transport stored items to ten 
picking and packaging stations attached to 
the sides of the grid structure. this ensures a 
state-of-the-art storage and picking solution 
which is capable of processing late orders 
for next day delivery and is fully scalable 
for future expansion. in just seconds, the 
autostore robots equipped with grippers and 
a lift system retrieve the items from the grid, 
where the plastic bins are stored directly 
on top of each other for maximum space 
utilization.

“in the current expansion stage, we are 
achieving 70 bin movements per hour and 
picking station. if the system proves itself 
and we decide to go to the next expansion 
stage, we could increase its performance to 
240 bin movements per hour and picking 
station,” explains stucki.

unlike many of the other autostore projects 
completed by swisslog, one of the most 
important requirements for the swiss post 
project team was interfacing the yellowcube 
facility to the sap ewm (extended 
warehouse management) system. “we chose 
sap ewm mainly for two reasons,” says 

patrick stucki. “first, we were already using 
sap throughout the company and wanted 
to leverage our existing expertise. secondly, 
the swisslog team was able to connect the 
sap ewm system directly to the autostore 
control system.”

proVen sap connection

the challenge facing swisslog was by 
no means trivial. “for the first time in 
an autostore project, we had to map a 
third-party logistics provider in sap,” says 
res Bernhard, senior consultant for it & 
process planning at swisslog switzerland. 
“on the one hand, this required the ability 
to find flexible and reliable solutions for the 
wide variety of needs of swiss post and its 
customers. on the other hand it required 
very specialized know-how for integrating 
functions not needed until some future date 
into the software quickly and reliably.”

in addition to special tasks such as 
implementing an sap-based invoicing 
system for billing shippers for yellowcube 
services, the main task of the swisslog it 
experts was mapping all the processes in 
such a way that no deviations from the 
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total cost control

with service operations management, 
swisslog offers amag a customized service 
package for operating the spare parts 
logistics center, one based on a founda-
tion of mutual trust built over the years. 
the system operations technicians blend 
into the work environment at amaB parts 
logistics seamlessly. they receive ongoing 
training from swisslog as well as amag in 
everything from technology and opera-
tions processes to products.  the bottom 
line: the number of unexpected system 
disruptions has dropped by 20 percent.

“the main advantage for amag is that 
we can hand over full responsibility for 
the intralogistics systems. the service also 
includes recruitment of new technicians, a 
time-intensive process. thanks to system 
operations management from swisslog, 
we have fewer interfaces and can fully 
concentrate on our core business, namely 
warehousing and distribution,” emphasizes 
logistics manager maurer. “the contract 
stipulates a contact for any issues requi-
ring escalation. swisslog is therefore able 
to provide reliable and competent main-
tenance and support – at costs that are 
completely predictable and transparent.” 
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“at amag, our team takes care of the 
traditional maintenance work and 
troubleshooting as well as complex 
inspections and optimization work. of 
the 20 agVs that we have operated 
here for the last three years, each one 
has been in for maintenance twelve 
times.”

heinrich lüthi 
head customer service 

swisslog ag

sap standard were necessary. they also 
needed to design the system for easy and 
reliable operation, allowing employees 
without special sap knowledge to quickly 
run it without errors. “we met this need 
with a customized dialog application fully 
integrated into sap ewm that can be used 
to perform storage and picking tasks in 
the autostore facility,” explains swisslog it 
expert Bernhard.

called aspo, the dialog application guides 
autostore employees step-by-step through 
the process of entering the data required 
by shippers. aspo requires the entry of 
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shipper- and material-specific information. 
“one shipper works with serial numbers, for 
example, while another uses imei numbers or 
information that is totally irrelevant to other 
shippers,” explains Bernhard. “autostore 
employees need to be trained in all three 
scenarios so they know exactly what data to 
enter.”

patrick stucki, the yellowcube project 
manager at swiss post, is very satisfied 
with the implementation experience and 
actual facility operations. “every launch 
has its challenges,” he says. “But we tackled 
all the highs and lows and succeeded in 
getting the yellowcube solution up and 
running on time. the comprehensive testing 
we performed was definitely worthwhile 
because in live operations there haven’t been 
any appreciable problems with the autostore 
facility or the sap ewm system.”

high process reliaBility

the yellowcube facility based on the 
click&pick solution concept offers several 
advantages. in particular, smaller and 
medium-sized online retailers gain access 
to logistic structures that otherwise only 

large companies can afford. in addition, they 
also benefit from the speed and quality in 
picking and returns processing, that are vital 
in e-commerce. any necessary expansions 
are easy to implement, even during ongoing 
operations. the goods-to-person picking 
strategy also ensures a high degree of 
process reliability. “the concept has been 
well received in the marketplace,” comments 
stucki.

“the predominant use of standard sap 
ewm processes enables us to effici-
ently meet the future requirements of 
shippers. sap ewm already has a host 
of functions built into the standard 
system, thus offering a solution for 
nearly every need.”

res Bernhard
senior consultant it & process planning 

swisslog switzerland
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▪	20% fewer malfunctions thanks to 
proactive maintenance and measures

▪	handover of total service 
responsibility to specialists 

▪	control over service costs thanks to 
predefined contract

▪	+99% intralogistic system availability 
thanks to fast response times

▪	ongoing reports and optimization 
projects

adVantages for amag 

Swisslog AG
www.swisslog.com

lieferumfang swisslog 

▪	maintenance

▪	troubleshooting

▪	introductory and ongoing training of 
technicians

▪	safety compliance

▪	kpe/sla reporting

▪	optimization projects

serVices

facts and figures at a glance

system operation management with  7 
technicians in two shifts

Service concept

high-bay warehouses 

automated small-parts warehouses

conveyor systems

small-parts conveyor systems

automated guided vehicle systems 20 vehicles

wm 6 warehouse management system

number of stacker cranes for 
high-bay warehouses

6

number of stacker cranes for 
small-parts conveyor systems

18

Systems Supported

▪	end-to-end solution along the entire 
logistics value creation chain for 
distance selling: from goods receipt 
and storage to picking and packaging 
as well as returns processing

▪	modular system that is easy to 
integrate into any existing or newly 
constructed warehouse 

▪	expandable during ongoing operations

▪	easy to increase performance by 
adding robots and workstations  

▪	optimal integration into existing it 
infrastructure

▪	control of logistics processes using 
sap ewm

Benefits 

Swisslog
www.swisslog.com/yellowcube

lieferumfang swisslog 

▪	planning and delivery of new 
autostore system

▪	sap ewm warehouse management 
for the entire yellowcube solution 
(autostore small parts system and 
manual pallet storage system) 

▪	integration into existing sap erp 
environment, including invoicing 
shippers for services

▪	ongoing integration of new 
requirements

▪	24/7 support

swisslog serVices

facts and figures

of robots 3 m/sec

of robot lifts 1.6 m/sec

of bin presentations 700/hr

Speed

dimensions (lxwxh) 40 x 18 x 6 m

number of robots 35

number of bins 32 000

number of ports (workstations) 10

interior bin dimensions 601 x 401 x 310 mm

New AutoStore system

wms sap ewm

autostore control system

WMS/control


